GENERAL NOTES
A. REFER TO SHEET E-001 FOR LEGEND, ABBREVIATIONS, AND NOTES.
B. REFER TO E700 SERIES DRAWINGS FOR PANELBOARD SCHEDULES.
C. REFER TO E500 SERIES DRAWING FOR SUPPLEMENTAL DETAILS.
D. THESE DRAWINGS ARE DIAGRAMMATIC IN NATURE AND INDICATE THE GENERAL EXTENT OF THE WORK. THE ELECTRICAL CONTRACTOR SHALL PROVIDE ALL FULL BOARD INSTALLATION REQUIREMENTS.
E. PROVIDE A HARDWIRE CONNECTION TO THE EMERGENCY DRIVER.
F. PROVIDE ADDITIONAL UNSWITCHED HOT WIRE TO THE EMERGENCY DRIVER. REFER TO DETAIL D5/E-502.
G. ALL EMERGENCY LIGHTS LABELED 'NL' ARE NIGHT LIGHT FIXTURES AND SHALL BE UNSWITCHED.
H. EXTERIOR LIGHT CIRCUITS SHALL BE CONTROLLED VIA ASTRONOMICAL TIME CLOCK. REFER TO LIGHTING PLANS, PANEL SCHEDULE AND DETAIL A1/E-502 FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION.
I. LOCKERS.
J. ALL EMERGENCY LIGHTS LABELED 'NL' ARE NIGHT LIGHT FIXTURES AND SHALL BE UNSWITCHED.
K. REFERENCE SHEET E-002 AREA CLASSIFICATION PLAN. ALL EQUIPMENT AND WIRING WITHIN A HAZARDOUS (CLASSIFIED) LOCATION SHALL BE IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE FOLLOWING: NEC ARTICLE 501 FOR CLASS 1, DIV 1 OR DIV 2 LOCATIONS AND GROUP CLASSIFICATIONS WHERE SPECIFIED; NEC ARTICLE 502 FOR CLASS 2, DIV 1 OR DIV 2 LOCATIONS AND GROUP CLASSIFICATIONS WHERE SPECIFIED.